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Piero Dorazio, a key figure on the Italian and international art scene in the second half of the 20th century, 
is a leading abstract artist who turned to abstraction early on and never strayed from it, using color and 
light as primary elements of composition.         

Both a painter and a writer (he was the chief critic of the leading Italian newspaper, Il Corriere della Sera), 
a curator and a professor (he was also the director of the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School 
of Fine Arts from 1960 to 1968), Piero Dorazio is one of postwar Italy’s most prominent intellectuals, 
and one of the last great Italian painters to examine the importance of painting and the development 
of abstraction, going up against the avant-garde movements prevailing at the time. Dorazio leaves 
behind a solid artistic and literary body of work, deeply embedded in the theoretical developments and 
upheavals of his century.           



Tornabuoni Art is dedicating a new exhibition to the artist in the spring of 2021: Piero Dorazio, Textures 
lumineuses. The show opens more than 40 years after his retrospective at the Musée d’Art Moderne de 
la Ville de Paris in 1979, which was followed in 1990 by a major exhibition at the Musée de Grenoble, 
headed at the time by Serge Lemoine. Lemoine curated Dorazio’s most recent solo exhibition in France, 
organized by Tornabuoni Art in 2016 in the gallery’s spaces located at 16, Avenue Matignon.   

This new exhibition is part of the gallery’s mission to conduct a critical in-depth analysis of the leading 
Italian cultural figures of the 1950s and ‘60s. It tracks the artist’s trajectory through 30 works that 
represent the various phases of his artistic output. The exhibition explores the key moments of the career 
of the artist, who, in the late 1950s and 1960s finds his signature style, and places color at the heart 
of his practice: the flat surface becomes a limitless, homogeneous pictorial field, a vibrant space for the 
interaction of light and color.           

Piero Dorazio’s work is divided into periods and bodies of work in which he explores themes and 
variations, maintaining a continuing interest in structure, open form, repetition, phenomena of perception, 
and optical vibrations. Dorazio consistently seeks to create bright surfaces, textures, through the 
layering or juxtaposition of lines that become wider or narrower, intersect and modulate depending 
on the period, whether on a raw canvas or on a blank background, recalling the fresco techniques of 
the early Italian Renaissance. Influenced by other Italian masters, particularly Giacomo Balla, Dorazio 
inundates the canvas with vivid colors.  His works release a pure energy, a radiant luminosity.    

Steeped in the culture of the Ecole de Paris, and later influenced by New York’s Abstract Expressionists 
-- Willem de Kooning, Franz Kline, and Barnett Newman, with whom he becomes friends during 
a visit to the United States in 1953-54 - Piero Dorazio emulates their outsized paintings and their 
desire to experiment with all of the chromatic possibilities of oil painting, particularly in “all over” 
compositions where the canvas is covered entirely, no single corner of it receiving special attention. 

Light remains a central, lifelong concern: “Light is the mother of all colors,” he says. On the subject, his 
long-time friend, the poet Giuseppe Ungaretti in 1966, writes: “In his uniform, almost monochromatic, 
fabrics or membranes, interlaced with different color threads and rays of color, alveoli – protecting pupils 
infused with light, and armed with luminous blasts – open up inside thick honeycomb nests.”  

In his writings, the artist highlights the essential role of light in the pictorial experience and in 
perception: “If we project a ray of light on a wall through a prism, we will see the ‘light’ before us, in 
all of its colors, the ‘light’ spectrum. It is all about the physical appearance of colors, and these are 
subjects that are taught at school. There are, however, other ways of hearing and seeing colors 
for their impact on our mind and emotions. All sciences, from psychology to chemistry, use colors 
as symbols or evidence. Yet the most important characteristic of colors is that they stimulate 
our imagination and create emotions.”         

The exhibition is accompanied by a bilingual French / English catalog, edited by Forma Edizioni, 
with a text by Alexandra Zingone - literary critic and author of several publications on Giuseppe 
Ungaretti and the relationships between litterature and visual arts - which explores the artistic 
and literary convergences between Piero Dorazio and Giuseppe Ungaretti.  
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Piero Dorazio,
Jeux de distance, 1962

oil on canvas,
81 x 100 cm
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Piero Dorazio,
Le esteriora, 1970

oil on canvas,
110 x 158,5 cm 
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Piero Dorazio,
Tor, 1972

oil and canvas collage on canvas,
135 x 360 cm



Piero Dorazio, 
Umbrae III°, 1976 

oil on canvas,
64 x 81 cm
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Piero Dorazio,
Madrigale Umbro II°, 1978 - 1979 

oil on canvas, 
220 x 250 cm
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Piero Dorazio, 
Novacolor II°, 1983

oil on canvas,
160 x 130 cm


